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used in power and ground planes, it was possible to achieve  
–26dB noise level. With BC12TM in use, a much lower noise 
level was achieved. This result implies that in applications 
where very low noise levels are required, traditional place-
ment of capacitor components is ineffective and the role of 
embedded capacitor technology becomes important. 

In order to understand what properties of embedded capaci-
tors affect the power/ground noise level, simulation was con-
ducted to see the impact of dielectric thickness of embedded 
capacitor material. As shown in Table 1, by comparing embedded 
capacitor material with same Dk value and different thickness, 
BC24, BC16, BC12 and BC8, influence of dielectric thickness 

can be observed. In Figure 5 maximum voltage noise level in 
each frequency from 1MHz to 1GHz is shown. With 0.6mm 
FR-4 used in the power/ground plane it was difficult to achieve 
less than –5dB, even with additional capacitor component place-
ment. When embedded capacitor material was used in the power/
ground plane, -26 dB was easily achieved. It was found that the 
thinner the embedded capacitor material being used, the lower 
the noise level achieved. For instance, at resonance noise around 
550MHz, the noise level of the PCB using BC24 was around 
–30dB, BC16 was –38dB, BC12 was –42dB and BC8 was –50dB. 
This implies that by selecting the appropriate thickness of embed-
ded capacitance material, the target noise level can be achieved.

Another approach is to use higher Dk embedded capacitor 
material on power/ground plane. In Figure 6, maximum voltage 
noise in each frequency from 1MHz to 1GHz is shown. There are 
two sets of comparisons shown in this figure. The first set (Figure 
6a) is a comparison between BC12 and BC12TM, in which both 
materials have the same thickness of 12μm but have different Dk 

Figure 4a) 0.6mm FR-4 (Dk=4.6) used as P/G plane; b) BC24 used as P/G plane; c) BC12TM used as P/G plane.
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Figure 5. Maximum noise level at each frequency using dif-
ferent thickness of substrate used in power and ground plane. 
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Figure 6a. Maximum noise level at each frequency of different Dk material, BC12 and BC12TM used in power and ground plane; 
b) Maximum noise level at each frequency of different Dk material, BC16 and BC16T used in power and ground plane.

table 1. Properties of embedded capacitance material.

ProPerty	 Unit	 FArADFLeX
	 	 BC24	 BC16	 BC12	 BC8	 BC12TM	 BC16T

Dielectric	Thickness	 µm	 24	 16	 12	 8	 12	 16

Cp	@1	MHz	 	pF/cm2	 190	 260	 310	 500	 660	 1700

Dk	@	1MHz	 –	 4.4	 4.4	 4.4	 4.4	 10	 30

Df	@1MHz	 –	 0.015	 0.015	 0.015	 0.015	 0.019	 0.019
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